We prove the existence of a smooth minimizer of the Willmore energy in the class of conformal immersions of a given closed Riemann surface into R n , n = 3, 4, if there is one conformal immersion with Willmore energy smaller than a certain bound W n,p depending on codimension and genus p of the Riemann surface. For tori in codimension 1, we know W 3,1 = 8π .
Introduction
For an immersed closed surface f : Σ → R n the Willmore functional is defined by
where H denotes the mean curvature vector of f, g = f * g euc the pull-back metric and µ g the induced area measure on Σ . The Gauß equations and the Gauß-Bonnet Theorem give rise to equivalent expressions
where A denotes the second fundamental form, A • = A − 1 2 g ⊗ H its tracefree part and p(Σ) is the genus of Σ .
We always have W(f ) ≥ 4π with equality only for round spheres, see [Wil82] in codimension one that is n = 3 . On the other hand, if W(f ) < 8π then f is an embedding by an inequality of Li and Yau in [LY82] .
Critical points of W are called Willmore surfaces or more precisely Willmore immersions. They satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation which is the fourth order, quasilinear geometric equation
where the Laplacian of the normal bundle along f is used and Q(A 0 ) acts linearly on normal vectors along f by
The Willmore functional is scale invariant and moreover invariant under the full Möbius group of R n . As the Möbius group is non-compact, minimizers of the Willmore energy cannot be found via the direct method.
In [KuSch06] , we investigated the relation of the pull-back metric g to constant curvature metrics on Σ after dividing out the Möbius group. More precisely, we proved that for immersions f : Σ → R n , n = 3, 4, and genus p = p(Σ) ≥ 1 satisfying W(f ) ≤ W n,p − δ for some δ > 0 , where there exists a Möbius transformation Φ of the ambient space R n such that the pull-back metricg = (Φ • f ) * g euc differs from a constant curvature metric e −2ug by a bounded conformal factor, more precisely
In this paper, we consider conformal immersions f : Σ → R n of a fixed closed Riemann surface Σ and prove existence of minimizers in this conformal class under the above energy assumptions.
Corollary 7.3 Let Σ be a closed Riemann surface of genus p ≥ 1 with inf{W(f ) | f : Σ → R n conformal immersion } < W n,p , where W n,p is defined in (1.2) above and n = 3, 4 . Then there exists a smooth conformal immersion f : Σ → R n which minimizes the Willmore energy in the set of all conformal immersions. Moreover f satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
where q is a smooth transverse traceless symmetric 2-covariant tensor with respect to g = f * g euc . To get further estimates, we employ the convergence in Teichmüller space (2.2). We consider a slice S of unit volume constant curvature metrics for τ 0 ∈ T , see [FiTr84] , [Tr] . There exist uniqueg poin,m ∈ S with π(g poin,m ) = π(g m ) → τ 0 for m large enough, hence φ * mg poin,m = g poin,m for suitable diffeomorphisms φ m of Σ homotopic to the identity. Replacing f m by f m • φ m , we get g poin,m =g poin,m ∈ S and g poin,m → g poin smoothly with g poin ∈ S, π(g poin ) = τ 0 . Then translating f m suitably, we obtain f m L ∞ (Σ) ≤ C(p, δ).
Moreover standard elliptic theory, see [GT] Theorem 8.8, implies by (2.7), f m W 2,2 (Σ) ≤ C(p, δ, g poin ) for m large enough.
Selecting a subsequence, we get f m → f weakly in W 2,2 (Σ), f ∈ W 1,∞ (Σ), Df m → Df pointwise almost everywhere, u m → u weakly in W 1,2 (Σ), pointwise almost everywhere, and u ∈ L ∞ (Σ) . Putting g := f * g euc , that is g(X, Y ) := ∂ X f, ∂ Y f , we see
for X, Y ∈ T Σ and pointwise almost everywhere on Σ , hence f * g euc = g = e 2u g poin .
///
We call a mapping f ∈ W 1,∞ (Σ, R n ) with g := f * g euc = e 2u g poin , u ∈ L ∞ (Σ) as in (2.6) a weak local bilipschitz immersion. If further f ∈ W 2,2 (Σ, R n ) , we see g, u ∈ W 1,2 (Σ) , hence we can define weak Christoffel symbols Γ ∈ L 2 in local charts, a weak second fundamental form A and a weak Riemann tensor R via the equations of Weingarten and Gauß
Of course this defines H, A 0 , K for f as well. Moreover we define the tangential and normal projections for V ∈ W 1,2 (Σ, R n ) ∩ L ∞ (Σ, R n )
Mollifing f as in [SU83] §4 Proposition, we get smooth f m : Σ → R n with f m → f strongly in W 2,2 (Σ), weakly * in W 1,∞ (Σ) (2.9) and, as Df ∈ W 1,2 , that locally uniformly sup |x−y|≤C/m d(Df m (x), Df (y)) → 0 . This implies for that the pull-backs are uniformly bounded from below and above c 0 g ≤ f * m g euc ≤ Cg (2.10) for some 0 < c 0 ≤ C < ∞ and m large, in particular f m are smooth immersions.
The full rank case
For a smooth immersion f : Σ → R n of a closed, orientable surface Σ of genus p ≥ 1 and V ∈ C ∞ (Σ, R n ) , we see that the variations f + tV are still immersions for small t . We put g t := (f + tV ) * g euc , g = g 0 = f * g euc and define δπ f .V := dπ g .∂ t g t|t=0 .
(3.1)
The elements of V f := δπ f .C ∞ (Σ, R n ) ⊆ T πg T can be considered as the infinitessimal variations of g in Teichmüller space obtained by ambient variations of f . We call f of full rank in Teichmüller space, if dim V f = dim T . In this case, the necessary corrections in Teichmüller space mentioned in §2 can easily be achieved by the inverse function theorem, as we will see in this section. Writing g = e 2u g poin for some unit volume constant curvature metric g poin by Poincaré's Theorem, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , we see π(g t ) = π(e −2u g t ) , hence for an orthonormal basis q r (g poin ), r = 1, . . . , dim T , of transvere traceless tensors in S T T 2 (g poin ) with respect to g poin δπ f .V = dπ g .∂ t g t|t=0 = dπ g poin .e −2u ∂ t g t|t=0 = (3.2)
e −2u ∂ t g t|t=0 .q r (g poin ) g poin dπ g poin .q r (g poin ).
Calculating in local charts
we get
is divergence-and tracefree with respect to g . Therefore
and δπ f and V f are well defined for weak local bilipschitz immersions f and V ∈ W 1,2 (Σ) . First, we select variations whoose image via δπ f form a basis of V f .
Proposition 3.1 For a weak local bilipschitz immersion f and finitely many points
hence ϕ m V 1 , . . . , ϕ m V dim V f satisfies for large m all conclusions of the proposition.
///
We continue with a convergence criterion for the first variation. Proposition 3.2 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m with pull-back metrics g = f * g euc = e 2u g poin , g m = f * m g euc = e 2um g poin m for some smooth unit volume constant curvature metrics g poin , g poin,m and satisfying
Proof:
By (3.6)
hence by [FiTr84] , [Tr] ,
(3.8)
Then by (3.4)
///
In the full rank case, the necessary corrections in Teichmüller space mentioned in §2 are achieved in the following lemma by the inverse function theorem.
Lemma 3.3 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m satisfying (2.2) -(2.6). If f is of full rank in Teichmüller space, then for arbitrary
, satisfying (3.5), and δ > 0, C < ∞, m 0 ∈ N such that for any V ∈ C ∞ 0 (U (x 0 ), R n ) with f m + V a smooth immersion for some m ≥ m 0 , and V = 0 or
where ε 0 (n) is as in Lemma A.1, and any τ ∈ T with
there exists λ ∈ R dim T satisfying
Proof:
By (2.3), (2.4) and Λ large enough, we may assume
Putting ν m := |∇ 2 g poin f m | 2 g poin µ g poin , we see ν m (Σ) ≤ C(Λ, g poin ) and for a subsequence ν m → ν weakly * in C 0 0 (Σ) * . Clearly ν(Σ) < ∞ , and there are at most finitely many y 1 , . . . , y N ∈ Σ with ν({y i }) ≥ ε 1 , where we choose ε 1 > 0 below.
As f is of full rank, we can select
0 (B ̺ (0)) for 0 < ̺ ≤ 2 and choose x 0 ∈ U (x 0 ) ⊆ U 1/2 (x 0 ) small enough, as we will see below.
Next for any x ∈ ∪ dim T r=1 supp V r , there exists a neighbourhood U 0 (x) of x with a chart ϕ x :
Then there exists m 0 ∈ N such that for m ≥ m 0
For V and m ≥ m 0 as above, we putf m,λ := f m + V + λ r V r . Clearly
By (3.9), (3.11), (3.13), and |λ| < λ 0 ≤ 1/4 small enough independent of m and V , f m,λ is a smooth immersion with
and if V = 0 by (3.9) and the choice of U 0 (x) that
This verifies (A.3) and (A.4) for f = f m ,f =f m,λ , g 0 = g poin and different, but appropriate Λ . (A.2) follows from (2.4) and (3.12). Then for the unit volume constant curvature metricg poin,m,λ = e −2ũ m,λg m,λ conformal tog m,λ by Poincaré's Theorem, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , we get from Lemma A.1 that
with C < ∞ independent of m and V . From (3.9), we have a W 2,2 ∩ W 1,∞ −bound onf 0 , hence forf m,λ . On Σ − U (x 0 ) , we getf m,λ = f m + λ r V r → f weakly in W 2,2 (Σ − U (x 0 )) and weakly
Together with (3.14), this implies by [FiTr84] , [Tr] ,
We select a chart ψ :
By (3.17) for m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough independent of V , we get π(g m,λ ) ∈ U (τ 0 ) and define
This yields by (3.4), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) and Proposition 3.2
As span{δπ f .V r } = T g poin T ∼ = R dim T , the matrix A is invertible. Choosing m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough, we obtain
hence by standard inverse function theorem for any ξ ∈ R dim T with |ξ −Φ m (0)| < λ 0 /(2 A −1 ) there exists λ ∈ B λ 0 (0) with
by (3.10), we see for δ small enough, m 0 large enough and U (x 0 ) small enough by (3.17) that there exists λ ∈ R dim T satisfying 
If f is not of full rank in Teichmüller space then f is isothermic locally around all but finitely many points of Σ , that is around all but finitely many points of Σ there exist local conformal principal curvature coordinates.
Proof:
and define the annihilator
As dπ g poin |S T T 2 (g poin ) → T g poin T is bijective, we see by (3.4) and elementary linear algebra
Choosing a conformal chart with respect to the smooth metric g poin , we see g ij = e 2v δ ij for some v ∈ W 1,2 ∩ L ∞ and A 0 11 = −A 0 22 , A 0 12 = A 0 21 , q 11 = −q 22 , q 12 = q 21 , as both A 0 and q ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) are symmetric and tracefree with respect to g = e 2u g poin . This rewirtes (4.3) into q ∈ Ann ⇐⇒ A The correspondance between S T T 2 (g poin ) and the holomorphic quadratic differentials is exactly that in conformal coordinates h := q 11 − iq 12 is holomorphic.
(4.5)
Now if (4.1) were not true, there would be two linearly independent q 1 , q 2 ∈ Ann by (4.2). Likewise the holomorphic functions h k := q k 11 − iq k 12 are linearly independant over R , in particular neither of them vanishes identically, hence these vanish at most at finitely many points, as Σ is closed. Then h 1 /h 2 is meromorphic and moreover not a real constant. This implies that Im(h 1 /h 2 ) does not vanish identically, hence vanishes at most at finitely many points. Outside these finitely many points, we calculate Approximating f by smmoth immersions as in (2.10), we get
where ∇ = D ⊥ denotes the normal connection in the normal bundle along f . Therefore | H| is constant and
Using ∆ g poin f = e 2u ∆ g f = e 2u H and u ∈ W 1,2 ∩ L ∞ , we conclude successively that f ∈ C ∞ . Then (4.6) implies that f parametrizes a round sphere or a plane, contradicting p ≥ 1 , and (4.1) is proved. Next if f is not of full rank in Teichmüller space, there exits q ∈ Ann − {0} = ∅ by (4.2), and the holomorphic function h in (4.5) vanishes at most at finitely many points. In a neighbourhood of a point where h does not vanish, there is a holomorphic function w with (w ′ ) 2 = ih . Then w has a local inverse z and using w as new local conformal coordinates, h transforms into (h • z)(z ′ ) 2 = −i , hence q 11 = 0, q 12 = 1 in w−coordinates. By (4.4)
A 12 = 0, and w are local conformal principal curvature coordinates.
///
Since we loose at most one dimension in the degenerate case, we will do the necessary corrections in Teichmüller space mentioned in §2 by investigating the second variation in Teichmüller space. To be more precise, for a smooth immersion f : Σ → R n with pull-back metric f * g euc conformal to a unit volume constant curvature metric g poin = e −2u f * g euc by Poincaré's Theorem, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , we select a chart ψ : U (π(g poin )) ⊆ T → R dim T , putπ := ψ • π,V f := dψ πg poin .V f , and define the second variation in Teichmüller space of f with respect to the chart ψ by
Putting f t := f + tV, g t := f * t g euc , g = g 0 , we seeπ(g t ) =π(e −2u g t ) and calculate
with σ ∈ C ∞ (Σ), X ∈ X (Σ), q ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) , we continue recalling {σg poin + L X g poin } = ker dπ g poin by [FiTr84] , [Tr] , and
For an orthonormal basis q r (g poin ), r = 1, . . . , dim T , of transverse traceless tensors in S T T 2 (g poin ) with respect to g poin , we obtain
where
we get integrating by parts
, we conclude that δ 2π f is well defined for weak local bilipschitz immersions f ∈ W 2,2 (Σ, R n ) and V ∈ W 1,2 (Σ, R n ) by (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11).
Proposition 4.2 For a weak local bilipschitz immersion f ∈ W 2,2 (Σ, R n ) , which is not of full rank in Teichmüller space, and finitely many points x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ Σ , there exist
and for some e ⊥V f , |e| = 1,
Proof: By Proposition 4.1, there exists x 0 ∈ Σ − {x 1 , . . . , x N } such that f is isothermic around x 0 . Moreover, since Σ is not a sphere, hence A 0 does not vanish almost everywhere with respect to µ g , as we have seen in the argument after (4.6) in Proposition 4.1, we may assume that
(4.14)
By Proposition 3.1, there exist V 1 , . . . ,
in local coordinates of ϕ and where
where C does not depend on V 0 . By (3.2), we get for the decomposition in (4.8) that q = 0 . We select the orthonormal basis q r (g poin ), r = 1, . . . , dim T , of S T T 2 (g poin ) with respect to g poin , in such a way that dπ g poin .q r (g poin ) ∈V f for r = 2, . . . , dim T , and dπ g poin .q 1 (g poin ), e > 0 . Putting
we obtain from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11)
Recalling δπ f .W ∈V f ⊥ e for any W ∈ C ∞ (Σ, R n ) , we see in the same way by (3.4) that
hence, as
We get by (4.15) that A 0 11 q 1 11 (g poin ) = 0 in B 1 (0) ∼ = U (x 0 ) and by (4.14), as q 1 11 (g poin ) − iq 1 12 (g poin ) is holomorphic,
in local coordinates of ϕ . Next we consider V 0 to be normal at f and calculate by (3.3) that
hence by (4.20)
where C does not depend on V 0 . We get from (4.18)
(4.21) where C does not depend on V 0 .
We continue with (3.3) and get, as
where we identify U (x 0 ) ∼ = B 1 (0) , we get from (4.21)
where C does not depend on V 0 .
slightly, we may assume that 0 is a Lebesgue point for ∇f and v . We select a vector N 0 ∈ R n normal in f (0) at f and define via normal projection N :
Clearly, N (0) = N 0 , and 0 is a Lebesgue point of N . For η ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 1 (0)) , we put η ̺ (y) := η(̺ −1 y) and V 0 := η ̺ N and calculate
Introducing new coordinatesỹ 1 := (y 1 + y 2 )/ √ 2,ỹ 2 := (−y 1 + y 2 )/ √ 2 , that is we rotate the coordiantes by 45 degrees, and putting η(ỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 ) = ξ(ỹ 1 )τ (ỹ 2 ) with ξ, τ ∈ C ∞ 0 (] − 1/2, 1/2[) , we see
Exchanging ξ and τ , we produce a negative sign. Choosing ̺ small enough and approximating V 0 = η ̺ N smoothly, we obtain the desired
/// Next we extend the convegence criterion in Proposition 3.2 to the second variation.
Proposition 4.3 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m with pull-back metrics g = f * g euc = e 2u g poin , g m = f * m g euc = e 2um g poin m for some smooth unit volume constant curvature metrics g poin , g poin,m and satisfying
as m → ∞ .
Proof:
By Proposition 3.2, we know already δπ fm .W → δπ f .W and get further (3.7) and (3.8).
Next we select a slice S(g poin ) of unit volume constant curvature metrics for π(g poin ) =: τ 0 ∈ T around g poin with π : S(g poin ) ∼ = U (τ 0 ) , and q r (g poin ) ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) for π(g poin ) ∈ U (τ 0 ) , see [FiTr84] , [Tr] .
there exist for m large enough smooth diffeomorphisms φ m of Σ homotopic to the identity with φ * m g poin,m =:g poin,m ∈ S(g poin ) . As π(g poin,m ) = π(g poin,m ) = π(g m ) → π(g poin ) andg poin,m ∈ S(g poin ) , we get g poin,m → g poin smoothly.
(4.24)
The Theorem of Ebin and Palais, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , and the remarks following imply by (3.7), (4.23) and (4.24) that after appropriately modifying φ m
with C independent of m and V . For the second variations, we see by (3.3) and (4.23)
Following (4.8), we decompose
with q m ∈ S T T 2 (g poin,m ) and moreover recalling (4.26), we can achieve
For a subsequence, we get σ m → σ weakly in W 1,2 (Σ), X m → X weakly in W 2,2 (Σ), q m → q strongly in C 1 (Σ) with q ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) and by (4.25)
we get from (4.9), (4.10) and the equivariance ofπ
where By the above convergences in particular by (3.7), (3.8) and (4.24), we obtain
We see from (4.24)
Observing (4.27), we get from (4.9), (4.10)
and the proposition is proved.
///

Remark:
The bound on the conformal factor u m in the above proposition is implied by Proposition A.2, when we replace the weak convergence of f m → f in W 2,2 (Σ) by strong convergence. 2 Now we can extend the correction lemma 3.3 to the degenerate case.
Lemma 4.4 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m satisfying (2.2) -(2.6).
If f is not of full rank in Teichmüller space, then for arbitrary
, satisfying (4.12) and (4.13), and δ > 0, C < ∞, m 0 ∈ N such that for any V ∈ C ∞ 0 (U (x 0 ), R n ) with f m + V a smooth immersion for some m ≥ m 0 , and V = 0 or
.
Further for any λ 0 > 0 , one can choose m 0 , δ in such a way that for m ≥ m 0 ,
and
Proof: By (2.3), (2.4) and Λ large enough, we may assume
Putting ν m := |∇ 2 g poin f m | 2 g poin µ g poin , we see ν m (Σ) ≤ C(Λ, g poin ) and for a subsequence ν m → ν weakly * in C 0 0 (Σ) * . Clearly ν(Σ) < ∞ , and there are at most finitely many y 1 , . . . , y N ∈ Σ with ν({y i }) ≥ ε 1 , where we choose ε 1 > 0 below. By Proposition 4.2, we can select V 1 , . . . ,
. . , y N }, R n ) satisfying (4.12) and (4.13).
We choose a neighbourhood
Next for any
For V and m ≥ m 0 as above, we putf m,λ,
By (4.29), (4.31), (4.33), and |λ|, |µ| < λ 0 ≤ 1/4 small enough independent of m and V , f m,λ,µ is a smooth immersion with
and if V = 0 by (4.29) and the choice of U 0 (x) that
This verifies (A.3) and (A.4) for f = f m ,f =f m,λ,µ , g 0 = g poin and different, but appropriate Λ . (A.2) follows from (2.4) and (4.32). Then for the unit volume constant curvature metricg poin,m,λ,µ = e −2ũ m,λ,µg m,λ,µ conformal tog m,λ,µ by Poincaré's Theorem, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , we get from Lemma A.1 that
with C < ∞ independent of m and V . From (4.29), we have a 
and by (4.35), we seeũ m,λ,µ →ũ weakly in W 1,2 (Σ) and weakly
which together with (4.34) implies
We select a chart ψ : U (π(g poin )) ⊆ T → R dim T and putπ := ψ • π, δπ = dψ • dπ,V f := dψ πg poin .V f , δ 2π defined in (4.7). By (4.38) for m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough independent of V , we get π(g m,λ,µ ) ∈ U (τ 0 ) and define
We see by (4.37)
After a change of coordinates, we may assumê
From (4.12), we see that A is invertible, hence after a further change of coordiantes we may assume that A = I (dim T −1) and
for m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough independent of V . Next by (4.13), we obtain
for any ε 2 > 0 chosen below, if m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough independent of V . The second derivatives
are given by the second variation in Teichmüller space. From (4.37
for some 1 ≤ Λ 1 < ∞ and
hence by (4.13) ± lim m,λ,µ
for some 0 < γ ≤ 1/4 and m 0 large enough, λ 0 and U (x 0 ) small enough independent of V . Now, we choose ε 2 > 0 to satisfy CΛ 1 ε 2 ≤ γ/4 . Choosing m 0 even larger and U (x 0 ) even smaller we get by (4.38)
where we choose δ now. As
by (4.30), we choose C ψ δ ≤ Λ 1 λ 2 0 , λ 0 /8, γλ 2 0 /32 and conclude from Proposition B.1 that there exists λ ∈ R dim T −1 , µ ± ∈ R with µ + µ − = 0 and satisfying
. To obtain the second conclusion, we consider λ 0 > 0 such small that CΛ 1 ε 2 + CΛ 1 λ 0 ≤ γ/2 and fix this λ 0 . We assume V W 2,2 (Σ) ≤ δ and see as in (4.36) thatf m,0,0 = f m + V → f weakly in W 2,2 (Σ) and weakly * in W 1,∞ (Σ) for m 0 → ∞, δ → 0 by (2.5). Again we get (4.37) and (4.40) for λ, µ = 0 , hence for m 0 large enough, δ small enough, but fixed U (x 0 ) ,
Then by Proposition B.1, there exist further λ ∈ R dim T −1 ,μ ± ∈ R withμ +μ− = 0 and satisfying Proposition 5.1 M p,n : T → [β n p , ∞] is upper semicontinuous. Moreover M p,n is continuous at τ ∈ T , n = 3, 4, with
Proof:
For the upper semicontinuity, we have to prove lim sup
(5.1)
It suffices to consider M p,n (τ 0 ) < ∞ . In this case, there exists for any ε > 0 a smooth immersion f : Σ → R n with π(f * g euc ) = τ 0 and W(f ) < M p,n (τ 0 ) + ε . By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4 applied to the constant sequence f m = f and V = 0 , there exist for any τ close enough to τ 0 in Teichmüller space λ τ ∈ R dim T +1 with
Clearly f + λ τ,r V r → f smoothly, hence lim sup
If M p,n were not continuous at τ 0 ∈ T with M p,n (τ 0 ) ≤ W n,p , by upper semicontinuity of M p,n proved above, there exists δ > 0 and a sequence τ m → τ 0 in T with
We select smooth immersions 
This yields
which is a contradiction, and the proposition is proved.
/// Secondly, we prove that the infimum taken in Definition 2.1 over smooth immersions is not improved by weak local bilipschitz immersion in W 2,2 .
Proposition 5.2 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz W 2,2 −immersion with pull-back metric f * g euc = e 2u g poin conformal to a smooth unit volume constant curvature metric g poin . Then
We approximate f by smmoth immersions f m as in (2.9) and (2.10). Putting g := f * g euc , g m := f * m g euc and writing g m = e 2um g poin,m for some unit volume constant curvature metric g poin,m by Poincaré's Theorem, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , we get by Proposition
for some C < ∞ independent of m . In local charts, we see
Therefore by (1.1)
Next for a slice S(g poin ) of unit volume constant curvature metrics for π(g poin ) ∈ T around g poin , see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , there exist uniqueg poin,m ∈ S(g poin ) with π(g poin,m ) = π(g m ) → π(g poin ) for m large enough, hence φ * m g poin,m =g poin,m → g poin smoothly for suitable diffeomorphisms φ m of Σ homotopic to the identity.
≤ C and for a subsequence g poin,m →g, u m →ũ weakly in W 1,2 (Σ) , in particularg ← g poin,m = e −2um g m → e −2ũ g , and
is conformal to the smooth metric g poin . The Theorem of Ebin and Palais, see [FiTr84] , [Tr] , and the remarks following imply after appropriately modifying φ m φ m → id Σ weakly in W 2,2 (Σ), weakly
and g poin = id * Σg = e 2(u−ũ) g poin by (5.7), hence
poin,m and by (5.6), (5.8) and (5.9)
Thereforef m , f satisfy (2.2) -(2.6). By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4 applied to V = 0 , there exist λ m ∈ R dim T +1 for m large enough with
for some 0 < c 0 ≤ C < ∞ and m large, when observing that φ −1 m is bounded in W 2,2 (Σ) ∩ W 1,∞ (Σ) by (5.6), (5.8) and
and recalling (5.4) again, the proposition follows.
///
This proposition implies strong convergence of minimizing sequences.
Proposition 5.3 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m satisfying (2.2) -(2.6) and
(5.12)
Proof:
By (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and Λ 0 large enough, we may assume after relabeling the sequence f m
(5.13)
In local charts, we see
We conclude by Propositions 5.1, 5.2 and (5.10), as π(f * m g euc ) → τ 0 by (2.2),
hence H fm → H f strongly in L 2 . This yields using (2.4)
recalling that ∂ j f m is bounded in L ∞ and g poin,m → g poin smoothly by (2.4), hence
/// 6 Decay of the second derivative
In this section, we add to our assumptions on f, f m , as considered in §2 - §4, that f m is approximately minimizing in its Teichmüller class, see (6.1). The aim is to prove in the following proposition a decay for the second derivatives which implies that the limits in C 1,α .
Proposition 6.1 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m satisfying (2.2) -(2.6) and
with ε m → 0 . Then there exists α > 0, C < ∞ such that
in particular f ∈ C 1,α (Σ) .
By (2.3), (2.4) and Λ 0 large enough, we may assume after relabeling the sequence f m
Putting ν m := |∇ 2 g poin f m | 2 g poin µ g poin , we see ν m (Σ) ≤ C(Λ 0 , g poin ) and for a subsequence ν m → ν weakly * in C 0 0 (Σ) * with ν(Σ) < ∞ . We consider x 0 ∈ Σ with a neighbourhood U 0 (x 0 ) satisfying
where we choose ε 1 = ε 1 (Λ 0 , n) > 0 below, together with a chart ϕ :
and in the coordinates of the chart ϕ
, R n ) and δ > 0, C = C x 0 ,ϕ < ∞, m 0 ∈ N , as in Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4 for x 0 , U ̺ 0 (x 0 ) and Λ := C(Λ 0 ) defined below. As π(f * m ) → π(g poin ) by (2.2), we get for m 0 large enough
(6.8)
There exists σ ∈]3/̺/4, 7̺/8[ satisfying by Co-Area formula, see [Sim] §12,
First we conclude that
hence for any x ∈ ∂B σ (0) and the affine function l(
Moreover by (6.3) and (6.5)
hence Dl ∈ R 2×2 is invertible and
Next by standard trace extension lemma, there existsf m ∈ C 2 (B σ (0)) such that
for ε 1 = ε 1 (Λ 0 ) ≤ 1 small enough, and Df m is of full rank everywhere with
, we see thatf m : Σ → R n is a C 1,1 −immersion with pullback metric satisfying by (6.5)
and by (6.6), (6.9) and (6.11)
Together with (6.12) and (6.14), this verifies (3.9) and (4.29) for Λ = C(Λ 0 ) in Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4, respectively. After slightly smoothing V , there exists λ m ∈ R dim T +1 by Lemmas 3.3 and 4.4 and (6.8) with
By the minimizing property (6.1), and the Gauß-Bonnet Theorem in (1.1), we get 1 4
We continue, using |Af m,ij | ≤ |∂ ijfm | in local coordinates, (6.10) and (6.11),
We calculate in local coordinates in B σ (0) that
. By standard elliptic theory, see [GT] Theorem 8.8, from (2.4) for m ≥ m 1 large enough, as f m =f m on ∂B σ (0) , we get
where we have used (6.17). Putting (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) together yields
To estimate λ m , we continue observing thatf * m g euc =g m and f * m g euc = g m coincide on
where we have used (6.3) and (6.12). As g m → g = e 2u g poin pointwise and bounded on Σ , we get from Lebesgue's convergence theorem
Plugging into (6.19) and passing to the limit m → ∞ , we obtain
and by hole-fllling
with γ = C/(C + 1) < 1 . Iterating with [GT] Lemma 8.23, we arrive at
for all ̺ > 0 (6.20)
Then we can improve the choice of U 0 (x 0 ) in (6.4) to
and we can repeat the above iteration for any
By a finite covering, this yields (6.2). Since in the coordinates of the chart ϕ
we conclude by Morrey's lemma, see [GT] Theorem 7.19, that f ∈ C 1,α (Σ) , and the proposition is proved.
/// 7 The Euler-Lagrange equation
The aim of this section is to prove the Euler-Lagrange equation for the limit of immersions approximately minimizing under fixed Teichmüller class. From this we will conclude full regularity of the limit.
Theorem 7.1 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m satisfying (2.2) -(2.6) and
with ε m → 0 . Then f is a smooth minimizer of the Willmore energy under fixed Teichmüller class
and satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
where q is a smooth transverse traceless symmetric 2-covariant tensor with respect to g = f * g euc .
By Propositions 3.1 and 4.2, we select variations variations
, satisfying (4.12) and (4.13), depending on whether f has full rank in Teichmüller space or not.
For V ∈ C ∞ (Σ, R n ) and putting f m,t,λ,µ := f m + tV + λ r V r + µ ± V ± , we see for |t| ≤ t 0 for some t 0 = t 0 (V, Λ 0 , n) > 0 small enough and |λ|, |µ| ≤ λ 0 for some
and all m ∈ N . As f m,t,λ,µ → f strongly in W 2,2 (Σ) and weakly * in W 1,∞ (Σ) for m → ∞, t, λ, µ → 0 by Proposition 5.3, we get from Proposition 4.3 and the remark following for any chart ψ : U (π(g poin )) ⊆ T → R dim T , and putπ := ψ • π, δπ = dψ • δπ,V f := dψ πg poin .V f , δ 2π defined in (4.7), and any
as m → ∞, t, λ, µ → 0 . If f is of full rank in Teichmüller space, thenV f = R dim T , and we put d = dim T . If f is not of full rank in Teichmüller space, we may assume fter a change of coordinates,V
and put d := dim T −1 and e := e dim T ⊥V f . By (3.5) or (4.12), we see for the orthogonal projection πV
is invertible, hence after a further change of variable, we may assume that A = I d . In the degenerate case, we further know δπ f .V r , e = 0. (7.6) By (4.13)
for some γ > 0 . Next we put for m large enough and t 0 , λ 0 small enough
Clearly, Φ m is smooth. We get from (7.4), (7.5) (7.6) and (7.7) for some Λ 1 < ∞ and any 0 < ε ≤ 1 that
in the full rank case, and writing
all for m ≥ m 0 large enough and |t| ≤ t 0 , |λ|, |µ| ≤ λ 0 small enough or respectively t, λ, µ → 0 . We choose ε, λ 0 smaller to satisfy CΛ 1 ε+CΛ 1 λ 0 ≤ γ/2 . Moreover choosing m 0 large enough and t 0 small enough, we can further achieve 
which means (7.12) By (7.8), (7.9) and (7.10), we get from a Taylor expansion of the smooth function Φ m at 0 that
hence, as µ m,+ (t)µ m,− (t) = 0 ,
Passing to the limit m → ∞ , we get for subsequences λ m (t) → λ(t), µ m,± (t) → µ(t) with |λ(t)|, |µ(t)| ≤ λ 0 and by (7.8) and (7.9)
In the degenerate case, we recall δπ f .V (r) ∈V f ⊥ e , hence by (7.7) and (7.13)
and for Cε ≤ γ/2 small enough
Then again by (7.13)
In the full rank case, we have µ ± = 0 , and (7.15) directly follows from (7.13). As (δπ f .V r ) r=1,...,d are linearly independent by (7.5), we continue
hence for λ 0 small enough |λ(t)| ≤ C|t| . We get from (7.14)
|µ ± (t)| ≤ C|t| (7.16) and from (7.15)
Therefore λ is differentiable at t = 0 with
Writing for the inverse A −1 = (b rs ) r,s=1,...,d in (7.5), we continue with (3.4)
hence putting
strongly in W 2,2 (Σ) and weakly * in W 1,∞ (Σ) , hence recalling (7.11)
is smooth, we get again by a Taylor expansion, (7.16) and (7.17)
As µ + (t)µ − (t) = 0 and by (7.12), we can adjust the sign of µ ± (t) according to the sign of δW f .V ± and improve to
Differentiating by t at t = 0 , we conclude from (7.17) and (7.18)
hence putting q kl := q r kl δW f .V r ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) , we get
As f ∈ W 2,2 ∩ C 1,α by Proposition 6.1, we can write f as a graph, more precisely for any x 0 ∈ Σ there exists a neighbourhood U (x 0 ) of x 0 such that after a translation, rotation and a homothetie, which leaves W as conformal transformation invariant, there is a (W 2,2 ∩ C 1,α ) − inverse chart φ : We calculate the square integral of the second fundamental form for a graph as
By the Gauß-Bonnet Theorem in (1.1), we see for any v ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 1 (0), R n−2 ) that 4W(graph(u + v)) = A(u + v) + 8π(1 − p) , hence from (7.19)
weakly for testfunctions v ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 1 (0), R n−2 ) , where Now we proceed by induction assuming u,f ∈ C k,α loc (B 1 (0)) for some k ≥ 4 . We seeg :=f * g euc ∈ C k−1,α loc , hence we get locally conformal C k,α − charts ϕ : U ⊆ B 1 (0) ≈ −→ Ω ⊆ R 2 with ϕ −1, * g = e 2v g euc . On the other hand, as g poin is smooth, there exists a smooth conformal chart ψ : U (x 0 ) ≈ −→ Ω 0 ⊆ R 2 with ψ −1, * g poin = e 2u 0 g euc , when choosing U (x 0 ) small enough. As g = f * g euc = e 2u g poin , we see that ψ • φ • ϕ −1 : Ω → Ω 0 is a regular conformal mapping with respect to standard euclidian metric, in particular holomorphic or anti-holomorphic, hence smooth. We conclude that φ ∈ C k,α loc (B 1 (0)) andq = φ * q ∈ C k−1,α loc (B 1 (0)) , as q ∈ S T T 2 (g poin ) is smooth. Then we conlude u ∈ C k+1,α loc (B 1 (0)) and by induction u,f , φ and f =f • φ −1 are smooth. In [KuSch02] §2, the first variation of the Willmore functional with a different factor was calculated for variations V to be
and we obtain from (7.19)
which is (7.3) up to a factor for q . (7.2) was already obtained in (5.12). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
/// As a corollary we get minimizers under fixed Teichmüller or conformal class, when the infimum is smaller than the bound W n,p in (1.2).
Corollary 7.2 Let Σ be a closed orientable surface of genus p ≥ 1 and
where W n,p is defined in (1.2) and n = 3, 4 . Then there exists a smooth immersion f : Σ → R n which minimizes the Willmore energy in the fixed Teichmüller class τ 0 = π(f * g euc )
Moreover f satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
We select a minimizing sequence of smooth immersions 
where W n,p is defined in (1.2) and n = 3, 4 . Then there exists a smooth conformal immersion f : Σ → R n which minimizes the Willmore energy in the set of all conformal immersions. Moreover f satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
where q is a smooth transverse traceless symmetric 2-covariant tensor with respect to the Riemann surface Σ , that is with respect to g = f * g euc .
We select select a smooth conformal metric g 0 for the Riemann surface Σ and put τ 0 := π(g 0 ) . By invariance, we see
Therefore by Corollary 7.2, there exists a smooth immersion f : Σ → R n which minimizes the Willmore energy in the fixed Teichmüller class τ 0 = π(f * g euc ) and satisfies the above Euler-Lagrange equation. Moreover there exists a diffeomorphism φ of Σ homotopic to the identity such that (f • φ) * g euc is conformal to g 0 . Thenf := f • φ is a smooth conformal immersion of the Riemann surface Σ which minimizes the Willmore energy in the set of all conformal immersions and moreover satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation.
///
Let f : Σ → R n be a smooth immersion with g := f * g euc = e 2u g poin for some unit volume constant curvature metric g poin and
andf : Σ → R n a smooth immersion withg :=f * g euc = e 2ũg poin for some unit volume constant curvature metricg poin ,
and multiplying (A.6) byũ − λ for anyλ ∈ R , we get recalling (A.3)
Next by the uniformization theorem, see [FaKr] Theorem IV.4.1, we can parametrizẽ
: B 1 (0) → R n conformally with respect to the euclidean metric on B 1 (0) , possibly after replacing B 1 (0) by a slightly smaller ball. Then by [MuSv95] Theorem 4.2.1 for ε 0 (n) small enough, there exist v k ∈ C ∞ (U 1 (x k )) with
for ε 0 (n) small enough. We get
for k = 1, . . . , M , and, as g =g on Σ − ∪ M k=1 U 1/2 (x k ) ,
Thereforeũ − u cannot have positive interior maxima nor negative interior minima in
From above, we see from (A.1), (A.3), (A.8), (A.9),
hence using [GT] Theorem 8.16
Together, we get from (A.2) and (A.8)
From (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and g poin having unit volume, we get
by the weak Harnack inequality, see [GT] Theorem 8.18, from (A.11) In the same way as above, if max Σũ ≥ −C(Λ, p) , we get from (A.12) that there exists x ∈ Γ withũ(x) ≥ max Σũ − C(Λ, p) ≥ 0 . Asũ − v k ≤ max Σũ + 1 =: λ , we get by the weak Harnack inequality, see [GT] Theorem 8.18, from (A.11) /// Here, we use this lemma to get a bound on the conformal factor for sequences strongly converging in W 2,2 .
Proposition A.2 Let f : Σ → R n be a weak local bilipschitz immersion approximated by smooth immersions f m with pull-back metrics g = f * g euc = e 2u g poin , g m = f * m g euc = e 2um g poin m for some smooth unit volume constant curvature metrics g poin , g poin,m and satisfying 
Proof:
After the choice in (B.10) below, we will need only one variable µ or ν . Therefore to simplify the notation, we put ν = 0 and omit ν . 
